
Psychoactive

Aviators

Inside of a box
Lie my emotions and mind
A masochist's kaleidoscope
It's heaven divine
Escape from delusion
Yet a dream in itself
It's never an addiction
Never crying for help
My dearly beloved
Put my tortured soul to the side
A scream turns to whisper
When it's in these eyes open wide

I want to wake up all your inner demons
I'd like to be the one to blow your mind
Gonna make you feel a new emotion
Forbidden fruits can make the sweetest wine
In my veins I want to feel your poison

Double doses when I'm feeling brave
Help me delve into the psychoactive
This carnal rush is just the high I crave

Feel my lonely heart
Pushing deeper inside
The flavors in my mouth
They taste like cyanide
I take what is left to you
But you take the most
And even when you're missing
I can still feel your ghost
My dearly beloved
Put my tortured soul to the side
A scream turns to whisper

When it's in these eyes open wide

I want to wake up all your inner demons
I'd like to be the one to blow your mind
Gonna make you feel a new emotion
Forbidden fruits can make the sweetest wine
In my veins I want to feel your poison
Double doses when I'm feeling brave
Help me delve into the psychoactive
This carnal rush is just the high I crave

Wake the dead tonight
Don't turn on the lights
We can find a new dimension
So instinctual
We are animal
Darker minds can find expression

I want to wake up all your inner demons
I'd like to be the one to blow your mind
Gonna make you feel a new emotion
Forbidden fruits can make the sweetest wine
In my veins I want to feel your poison
Double doses when I'm feeling brave



Help me delve into the psychoactive
This carnal rush is just the high I crave

(Black scales and blue tongue)
(Wish I were what you've become)
(Bright eyes and dark mind)
(Something I can get behind)
(Raised tail, take me in)
(Help me, shame me, show me sin)
(Unsheath, bury in)
(Finish off and go again)
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